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passionate close vocal harmony with flute, guitar and percussion 11 MP3 Songs FOLK: Modern Folk,

GOSPEL: Traditional Gospel Details: Chris  Meredith Thompson are "powerful performers with a natural

warmth for the live concert stage" writes Tom Lounges in the Beat. Best known for the unique blend of

their nearly identical voices, the Thompsons weave vocals, flute, guitar and percussion together creating

a sound that is genuine, beautiful, and moving. These identical twin sisters grew up down the street from

Stone Soup Coffeehouse in Providence RI. They played their first show at Stone Soup in 1992, and have

since played in venues across the US and released five albums. Chris plays percussive, riff driven guitar.

Meredith plays authentic Latin rhythms on congas and adds flute to their sound. Both sisters sing in close

harmony both earthy and ethereal. The Thompsons link music and stories together to create an

engaging, animated performance rich in texture, mood and character. The Thompsons tell stories that

resonate with the audience, stories that celebrate common experience. "It is their mix of intriguing stories

of people's hopes and histories that makes the Thompsons music so compelling" writes MaryAnn

Robertson, Spotlight, Portsmouth, NH. With the release of their sixth CD, Live, Chris  Meredith Thompson

showcase their vocal range on songs influenced by traditional spirituals. Chris  Meredith Thompson

achieve a vocal harmony known uniquely to siblings. At times, their voices effortlessly combine in

harmony as if they were two parts of one whole. Then, just as effortlessly, the individual voices will

emerge, creating a vocal sound that has become their trademark. The Thompsons return to their roots on

this album, singing spiritual songs that they grew up with at Stone Soup and at the First Baptist Church in

America. The Thompsons vocals are at times powerful and soulful on upbeat traditional spiritual songs

such as "Hand on the Plow" and "Wayfaring Stranger". The unique harmonies rival those of the most

beautiful early music compositions, with their sisterly voices switching harmonies and melting into one,
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mesmerizing the listener with stark and graceful simplicity. Their harmonies are particularly stunning on a

cappella tunes such as "Be Still My Soul" and "Amazing Grace." The spare instrumentation on the album

reflects the Thompson's live performance, and allows their emotive vocals to shine through. "Lines of

Longitude" demonstrates the Thompson's way with metaphor. This catchy upbeat song expresses awe

and ancient map makers who could sketch the coastline without ever seeing it, the songs extends the

metaphor to the challenges we face in our lives as we sketch our own "Lines of Longitude." "Man in the

Mountain" has a folky, old-time feel. The song likens the falling of New Hampshire's famous landmark to

the inevitable fall of our own parents as they age. The Thompson's latest CD Live captures the energy,

power and grace of the Thompson's live performance.
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